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Southeast Asia’s First Research-to-Commercial (R2C) Event
when the two worlds meet with the ground
breaking innovations and world-class business leaders.

100 Innovations x Entrepreneurs
Today’s fast-moving technology and
societal developments present complex
challenges and opportunities. The
Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), an
international academic and research
institute, is committed to transforming
global aspirations into societal and
business impact through innovation
and collaboration.
To realize this vision, AIT is organizing
the 100 Innovations X Entrepreneurs in
collaboration with Thailand Tech
Startup Association (TTSA) to bring
together social and technology

innovations and entrepreneurs from
the industry, academia, development
agencies, NGOs, as well as investors
and venture capitalists in one creative
environment to build and create
meaningful collaborations with social
impact.
The event will feature presentations
from inﬂuencers and trailblazers, and
interactive workshops from renowned
experts, highlighting trending topics
and their contributions to the
Sustainable Development Goals.

We Bring Together the
brightest minds from
Social, Business, and
Technological arenas to
serve the exceptional
well-rounded showcases.

We Push Forward the
thought-provoking
movements through all
walk-the-talk sessions,
workshops, hackathon,
and many more!

This Event Is for You!

Executives

Gear up your
enterprise to
the next level

Entrepreneurs

Equip your
business & soar
before anyone else

Educators

Unlearn, Relearn,
and Ignite the
world of knowledge
ahead of the future

Sneak a Peek
Innovation Showcases

Eye Opening Panels

Explore the lastest local and
internation innovations

Hear the variety of angels
from the seasoned experts

World-class Keynotes

Hands-on Workshops

Be inspired by the forefront in
the ﬁeld with a bite-size recipe

Experience the best way
to learn by doing it

Innovation Dating

Pitching Competition

Knock on the doors of
opportunities guided by
our unparalleled gurus

Find innovation solutions for
sustainable development goals

What to Expect
Technological Competencies
Business Development
Multi-discipline Collaborations

Themes

Big Data

Blockchain

Business
Intelligence

Deep Learning/
Machine Learning

FinTech/
InsurTech

Green
Technology

Internet of
Things (IoT)

Robotics

Smart City/
Smart Living/
Mobility

Social Media

Organized by
Asian Institute of Technology

Established in Bangkok in 1959, AIT is an
international postgraduate institution and in
actively working with public and private
sector partners throughout the region and
with some of the top universities in the world.

Established May 2014 by Thailand’s front-line tech
startup entrepreneurs. It is a business association for
promotion of new tech entrepreneurs to unite the Thai
tech startups, drive the improvement of the startup
community quality, and accelerate the new
entrepreneurs to the universal standard.

